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ON THE UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY OF
FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

OF THE NEUTRAL TYPE

J. K. HALE1 AND A. F. IZE2

Abstract. Consider the functional equations of neutral type

(1) (d/dt)D(t, x,) -/(*, *,) and (2) (d/dt) [D(t, x,) -G(t, *,)} =/(/, *,)
+ F(t, Xt) where D,f are bounded linear operators from C[a, b] into

R" or C" for each fixed t in [0, °° ), F= Fi+Fh G = Gi+Gh | F¡(t, <*>) \
¿v(t)\<t>\, \Gx(t,4>)\ ¿Tr(t)\<p\, ir(0, bounded and for any e > 0, there

exists 8(e) >0 such that | F2(t, 0)| á«|*|, |Gs(/,0)| ê«|</>|,<^0, 1*1
<4(t). The authors prove that if (1) is uniformly asymptotically

stable, then there is a f o, 0 <f 0 < 1, such that for any p > 0,0 <f <f o,

there are constants ?o>0, Af0>0, so>0, such that if ir(f)<Mo,

f^so, (x/p)f¡+rv(s)ds<{vo, f>0, then the solution x=Q of (2) is

uniformly asymptotically stable. The result generalizes previous

results which consider only terms of the form F¡, Gi or Fi, Gï but not

both simultaneously, and the stronger hypothesis lim(^»ir(/) =0.

Suppose r^0 is a given real number, 2? = ( — », » ), E is a real or

complex «-dimensional linear vector space with norm | • j, C([a, b], E)

is the Banach space of continuous functions mapping the interval

[a, b] into E with the topology of uniform convergence. If [a, b]

= [ — r, 0], we let C=Ci[ — r, 0], E) and designate the norm of an

element <p in C by \<p\ =sup_rS9£o |<p(#)| • If Q is an open subset of

RXC and/, D'.il—>E are given continuous functions, we say that the

relation

(1) (d/dt)D(t, xt) = f(t, xt)

is a functional differential equation. A function x is said to be a solu-

tion of (1) if there are <rER, A>0 such that xECi[a—r, a+A), E),

it, x()Gß, rG(<r, o-+A) and x satisfies (1) on (<r, a+A). Notice this
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definition implies that D{t, x<) and not x(t) is continuously differ-

entiable on (a, cr-\-A). For a given aER, <I>EC, (<x, <p)£fi, we say

x(<r, <j>) is a solution of (1) with initial value (a, </>) if there is an A>0

such thatx(tr, <p) is a solution of (1) on [a — r, a-\-A) andx,(a,<p) =<j>.

Our objective is to study the relationship between the uniform

asymptotic stability of the linear neutral differential equation

(2) (d/dt)D(t,xt) =f(t,xt)

and the perturbed equation

(3) (d/dt)[D(t, xt) - G(t, xt)] = f{t, xt) + F(t, xt),

where D(t, xt) =<p(0)— g(t, <p), g(t, ■), f(t, ■) are bounded linear

operators from C into E for each fixed r in [0, «> ), g(t, <f>) is continuous

for(/,<p)e[0, °°)XC,

g(t, <t>) = j   [dep(t, 6)]<j>(e),     f(t, <j>) = j   [dev(t, 6)]<t>(6),

g(t, j) ^ K\ 4>\,   \f(t, 4>)\  *m\*\.    (t, *) G [0, •) X C,

for some nonnegative constant K, continuous nonnegative function /

and n(t, ■), r)(t, •) are «X« matrix functions of bounded variation on

[ —r, 0]. We also assume thatg is uniformly nonatomic at zero, that is,

there exists a continuous, nonnegative, nondecreasing function 7(5)

for i in [0,r] such that y(0)=0, |/°, [deß(t,6)]<t>(d)\ £y(s)\<p\.
Throughout the paper, we assume that D — G, F satisfy enough

smoothness conditions to ensure that a solution of (3) exists through

each point (<r, <p) E [0, °° ) X C, is unique, depends continuously upon

(er, (p) and can be continued to the right as long as the trajectory

remains in a bounded set in [O, <»)XC. Sufficient conditions for

these properties to be true are contained in [2].

Basic to this investigation is the variation of constants formula

given in [l]. If the solution Xi(<r, <p) of the linear system is designated

by T(t, <r)<p, then there is an «X« matrix function B(t, s) defined for

0^s^t-\-r, IE[0, °°), continuous in í from the right, of bounded

variation in s, B(t, s) =0, t^s^t+r, such that the solution x(er, <p) of

(3) is given by

xt(cr, <b) = T(t, o)<i>

(4)

+ j  [{d.Bt(-, s)} \G(o;<p) - G(s,x.)} + Bt(-,s)F(s, x.)ds],

t >
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Furthermore, by [l], if the solution x=0 of (1) is uniformly

asymptotically stable, there are constants M^l,a>0, such that

¡è^O,    <b E C,

t^s^O,

t à s è ff à 0.

In the following we will also assume that

(6) G = Gx + G2,       F = F, + Fi,

where

\Fxit,<t>)\ ^KOUI,
(7) ièO,    <¡>EC,

| Gx(t, <t>) |   g »(0 | * | ,

where ir(t), KO are continuous, 7r(/), /J+1 v(s)ds are bounded for /^0

and for any e>0 there is a 5(«)>0 such that

(8) \F»(t,4>)\ £e\4>\,      \Gt(l,4>)\ S *|*| ,     (èO,  |*|  <«(«).

We can now prove the following

Theorem. Suppose Fx, Gx satisfy (7) aw<2 F2, G2 satisfy (8). If system

(2) is uniformly asymptotically stable, then there is a fo, 0<f0< 1, swcä

that for any p>0, 0<f<f0, ¿Äere are constants v0>0, M0>0, s0>0,

ÍWcA ¿Äoi if

(9) t(0 < Jf 0,        < à so,

1   /*<+*
(10) — v(s)ds ^ J>0> t ^ 0,

p J t

then the solution x=0 of (3) is uniformly asymptotically stable.

Proof. Let 2?+=[0, »). The boundedness hypotheses on 7r(¿),

S't+1 v(s)ds together with an argument similar to the one in Lemma 1,

of [3] imply for any ß>0, there are 5i(/3)>0, Mx(ß)>0 such that for

any aER+ the solution x=x(<r, <p) of (3) through iff, <j>) satisfies

\xt(ff, <p)\^Mxiß)\<p\ for ff^t^<j+2ß, provided that \<p\ gSi(/3).

From the hypothesis of uniform asymptotic stability there are con-

stants M^l, a>0, such that B and T in (4) satisfy (5). Suppose

0<r<l/(2Af-l). Then f<l and f <(l+£)/22if. Let M»(ß, f)
= max [Af(l+7r*(0)+e);2kf1(j3)]2/(l-f). Choose Ma>0, ß>0, e>0
such that

(5)

/.'

I T(t,a)<b\   g Me-^'-^l <p\

\B,(-,s)\  ÚMe-"«-'\

dJB,(-,u)\   ¿Me-'»-'',
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def
n = M**(0)ir* + M2(ß, f)Jf o + M2(ß, f)e(l + or1) + f

(11)
< (1 + i)/2M,

where 7r*(s)=sup,s( 7r(/)-The choice of Mo, ß, e satisfying (11) can be

made in the following way. First choose ß so that

M**(0)e-<* < (1 + f)/6M - f/3,

then choose M0 so that

Jf2C8, f)Af0 < (1 + t)/6M - f/3

and finally choose e so that

M2(ß, f)t(l + a"1) < (1 + f)/6Af - f/3.

Let so =<r+/8 and suppose (9) is satisfied.

From the hypotheses on F2, G2, for the above e>0, there is a

o2(e)>0 such that

\F2(t,<i>)\   â«|+|, |G*(<,*)|   S«|«|,

for |<p| <52(e). Choose 5>0such that

M2(ß, f)5 < min (8i(ß), ä2(e)).

For any p> 0, choose Po so that

fjf»(ft f>o = (ea* - i)/(2ea" - 1)

and suppose (10) is satisfied for this v0.

If k=k(t—a) is the integer such that kp^t—a<(k-\-\)p then

/» * /» t k—i  /> <r+(y+i)p

e-"U-^v(u)du =   I       é-a<-'-u)v(u)du + E I <r<"«-"V(w)dtt
» «^ cr+fcp y-0 ^ <r+;'p

k-1

= #f"o + E e-^-'-iv-rtpÇvo
y=o

r l — e^i
=    1 + e-a(|-^'-   ífvo

L 1 - eap_i

eap ~l
=       1-1-Sg-a(t-a-kp)   _ g-a«-,)}       pfo

L e"" - 1 J

2eap — 1

M,0?,f)
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or

(12) Mt(ß, f) f e-^'-^v(u)du ^ f.

Furthermore, since MÛ (1 -f)M2(/3, f )/2(1+tt*(0)+é), we have

M I    e-"<-'-u)v(u)du gj 77777-77 =
m (i - r)r

If »08, f) = 2(1 + ,r*(0) + e)
(13)

Let us write the variation of constants formula for the solution

x =x(<r, <¿>) of (3) in the form

x, = Til, tr)* + ([   + j J [duB,(-, u)][Gx(o-, 4>) - Gx(u, xu)]

+ J    Bt(-,u)Fx(u, xu)du

+ J    [duBt(■, u)][Gt(<r, </») - Gt(u, xu)]

r'
+ J    Bt(-,u)F,(u,xJdu

ioro-^s^t.

Therefore, as long as I X(I ^ 62(e), it follows from (5) and the hypoth-

eses on F, G, that

I x, I   g M(1 + 7r*(0) + e) I <t> I e-««-'>

+ M [t*í»«-"<'-*) + **(*) + e(l + a-1)

+ I   e-*t*-»>v(u)du    sup   I xu
J, J»giiS<

for ff^s^t. If we take s = So=<r+/3 and use our estimates on ß, «, Jlf0

and (9), (13), (11), then

I x« I   £ Jf(l + tt*(0) + e) I 0 I   +77 sup   I xu I

1 — r    ,  . .   .
á —-— M21 <p I   + ?; sup   I xu I

2 rSogl
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for t^<r+2ß as long as |x<| =S2(e). If ô is chosen as above and

| <p | < 5, then we know that

| xt |   g M i(ß) \<b\   = (1 - t)M*(ß, e) I « I /2 = M2(/3, e) | « |   g S2(e)

for <r g / ^ (7-1- 2/3. Therefore,

1 — f
I xt |   g —-— MAß, «) I 4> |  + i sup   | xu |

2 »goal

for all i^<r for which \xt\ ^52(e). Consequently, for |xf| ^ö2(e),

! , 1    -   f II
sup   |xu|   ^—--Mt(ß,t) \<t>\

<rS«S« 2(1   —   T))

M(i - f)
(15) =9„      , M.fo«)*

2AZ — 1 — f

^ M203, c) | 0 |   g í,(e)

for \<j>\ <S since AT=1. The continuation theorem implies that x(t)

is defined for t^tr — r, (15) is satisfied for t^a and the solution x=0 of

(3) is uniformly stable.

For 5=so = <r+/3 in (14) and t^a-\-2ß, it follows from (14) and the

estimates (15) and (13) that

| Xt |   Ú M{(1 + x*(0) + e)«-»«-«' + x*((r)ikfe-'-c'-'»)

+ ir*(s0)M2(ß, f) + M2(ß, f)e(l + a-i) + f} | <fi \

ÛM{(1 -t-7t*(0) -r-e)«-^'-'5 +V} \ <t>\

= M{(1 + tt*(0) + e)e-»«-°> + (1 + f)/2M] | *| .

For any ô*0, ( 1 + f ) /2 < ô0 < 1, choose r ^ 2/3 so large that

Afe-"r(l + x*(0) + e) + (1 + f)/2 < 5„.

For / ̂  <r + T, it follows that

| xt |   = Ôo | <t> | -

Since T is independent of <r and <b, this clearly implies exponential

asymptotic stability and proves the theorem.

In [l], asymptotic stability theorems of the above type were

proved for systems which contained either terms of the form Fi, Gi or

Fs, Gi but not both simultaneously. In addition to combining these

results into one, the more significant part of the above theorem is the

fact that uniform asymptotic stability is proved under the weak

hypothesis (9). In [l ], it was assumed that 7r(f)—>0 as t—><».
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